Support Key Ingredients: America By Food!

The support of your organization will provide our state’s rural residents with first-time access to the excellence and scholarship of the **Smithsonian Institution**. This opportunity for cooperation at national, state, and local levels is truly rare.

**Sponsorship Levels**

**PRIZE PEACHES**

(A tax-deductible sponsorship of **$5,000** or more)

- Your organization’s **name** on official **Smithsonian** exhibit credit panel displayed at each of the five sites for six weeks. Have your organization’s name on a Smithsonian exhibit!
- Continual promotion print exposure, including your organization’s **logo** on the five-site tour promotional brochure produced by The Humanities Council**SC** and distributed to cultural institutions, libraries and tourism organizations throughout the state
- Your organization’s **logo** on promotional panels exhibited at each of the five sites
- Your organization’s **logo** with link on the The Humanities Council**SC** Web site
- Representatives of your organization will be invited to the opening of each exhibit.

**WILD SHRIMP**

(A tax-deductible sponsorship of **$1,000** to **$4,999**)

- Continual promotion print exposure, including your organization’s **logo** on the five-site tour promotional brochure produced by The Humanities Council**SC** and distributed to cultural institutions, libraries, and tourism organizations throughout the state
- Your organization’s **logo** on promotional panels exhibited at each of the five sites
- Your organization’s **logo** with link on The Humanities Council**SC** Web site
- Representatives of your organization will be invited to the opening of each exhibit.

**FRESH OKRA**

(A tax-deductible sponsorship of **$500** to **$999**)

- Continual promotion print exposure, including your organization’s **name** on the five-site tour promotional brochure produced by The Humanities Council**SC** and distributed to cultural institutions, libraries, and tourism organizations throughout the state
- Your organization’s **name** on promotional panels exhibited at each of the five sites
- Your organization’s **name** with link on The Humanities Council**SC** Web site

**PLANTATION-STYLE RICE**

(A tax deductible sponsorship of **$100** to **$499**)

- Your organization’s **name** on promotional panels exhibited at each of the five sites
- Your organization’s **name** with link on The Humanities Council**SC** Web site

*Key Ingredients* is a part of Museum on Main Street, a collaboration between the Smithsonian Institution and The Humanities Council**SC**.